Without doubt the most simple and most
efficient suction cleaning robots.
THE MEMBRANE SUCTION TECHNOLOGY USED
BY SUCTION CLEANING ROBOTS WAS INVENTED
BY ZODIAC®.

Twist Lock

Dia Cyclone
Diaphragm

This technology ensures optimized suction power with a minimum
water fl ow and is adapted to most types of pools in Europe. The
technology has proven its effi ciency over the years and continues to
benefi t from continuous Zodiac® patented innovations. Purchasing
a Zodiac® suction-powered robot offers the assurance of investing in
a simple and very effi cient pool cleaner.

Duo Traction Control

SUCTION CLEANING ROBOT

Choosing the right hydraulic cleaner
 T Range Dimensions piscines
T3
9x5m
T5
12 x 6 m

Forme
Rectangular and oval
any shape

Movement
Pump power
Poids
Floor and walls
minimum recommended: ½ hp 1,2 kg
Flat and gently-sloping floors minimum recommended: ¾ hp 1,4 kg

EXCLUSIVE INNOVATION!

THE RANGE

AS AN OPTION:

Cyclonic Leaf Trap,
the new-generation leaf trap.

PATENTED
DIA CYCLONE DIAPHRAGM

Patented «Twist Lock» hoses
prevent loss of suction power
thanks to safe joints.

long-lasting, efficient suction.

Fitted with a defl ector wheel,
it handles tricky zones: steps,
corners, ladders, drain.

IDEAL FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED
SWIMMING POOLS

+
Option

TESTED &

APPROVED!

over

89%
Strong, compact design.

of owners of suction
cleaning robots were
attracted by the «ease
of use» argument of
suction cleaners.

finned-disc to reach all corners
of the pool.

Satisfaction survey 2012 with
500 owners of ZODIAC® suctionpowered cleaners.

EFFICIENT AND PRACTICAL
DUO TRACTION CONTROL
Cleans even in the corners
thanks to its patented
traction system: «Duo
Traction Control».
Two independent fl exible
discs that offer enhanced
mobility and adherence
in the corners and on
the walls, for thorough
cleaning.
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Votre revendeur / your retailer

Its compact body features a userfriendly handle: easy to put in and
remove from the pool.
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